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A B S T R A C T   

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2), causative agent of the coronavirus disease- 
2019 (COVID-19) has resulted in several deaths and severe economic losses throughout the world. The spike 
protein in the virus binds to the human ACE-2 receptor in order to mediate virus-host interactions required for 
the viral transmission. Since first report of the SARS-CoV-2 sequence during December 2019 from patient 
infected with the virus in Wuhan, China, the virus has undergone rapid changes leading to mutations comprising 
substitutions, deletions and insertions in the sequence resulting in several variants of the virus that were more 
virulent and transmissible or less virulent but highly transmissible. The timely intervention with COVID-19 
vaccines proved to be effective in controlling the number of infections. However, rapid mutations in the virus 
led to the lowering of vaccine efficacies being administered to people. In May 2023, the World Health Organi-
zation declared COVID-19 was not a public health emergency of international concern anymore. In order to take 
stock of mutations in the virus from early days to nearly end of COVID-19 pandemic, sequence analyses of the 
SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins available in the NCBI Virus database was carried out. The mutations and invariant 
residues in the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein sequences relative to the reference sequence were analysed. The 
location of the invariant residues and residues at interface of the protein chains in the spike protein trimer 
complex structure were examined. A total of 111,298 non-redundant SARS-CoV-2 spike protein sequences rep-
resenting 2,345,585 spike proteins in the NCBI Virus database showed mutations at 1252 of the 1273 positions in 
the amino acid sequence. The mutations represented 6129 different mutation types in the sequences analysed. 
Besides, some sequences also contained insertion mutations. The SARS-CoV-2 spike protein sequences repre-
sented 1435 lineages. In addition, several spike protein sequences with mutations whose lineages were either ‘not 
classified’ or were ‘unclassifiable’ indicated the virus could still be evolving.   

1. Introduction 

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) 
first reported in Wuhan, China during December 2019 is known to cause 
the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) (Wu et al., 2020). The virus 
since then had spread rapidly to various countries and the World Health 
Organization (WHO) made declarations of COVID-19 as a public health 
emergency of international concern (PHEIC) on 30th January 2020 and 
as a global pandemic on the 11th March 2020. This led to a total lock-
down in most countries across the world. Although, it was initially 
thought COVID-19 would only cause mild to moderate respiratory 
illness, it subsequently became evident during the pandemic that 
COVID-19 caused severe respiratory illness leading to hospitalization 
and mortality, especially in individuals with cardiovascular disease, 

diabetes, chronic respiratory disease or with any immune-suppressed 
conditions (Bhaskaran et al., 2021). However, during the past 9 
months or so, the number of COVID-19 infections decreased drastically 
with reports of causing only mild symptoms often not requiring hospi-
talization. Thereby, on 5th May 2023, WHO Director-General 
announced COVID-19 to be now an established and ongoing health 
issue and that it no longer constituted a PHEIC (https://www.who.in 
t/news/item/05-05-2023-statement-on-the-fifteenth-meeting-of-the-in 
ternational-health-regulations-(2005)-emergency-committee-regardin 
g-the-coronavirus-disease-(covid-19)-pandemic?gclid=Cj0KCQjwpPKiB 
hDvARIsACn-gzAX5YkiaFCe6trdsmA6nRkiGfwV4OmPE7TCtvQ8uUQ 
gBdBbybsChzUaArY3EALw_wcB). According to reports of September 
6th, 2023 there were 770,437,327 confirmed cases of COVID-19 in-
fections throughout the world and 6,956,900 deaths reported (https 
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://covid19.who.int/). 
During early COVID-19 infections, the WHO provided guidelines for 

individuals to maintain safe social distancing, personal hygiene, use of 
face masks to protect the spread of infections. The pharma and biotech 
companies also simultaneously worked towards drugs to treat COVID-19 
by modifying known antiviral drugs (Fan et al., 2022), discover new 
drugs (Halford, 2022), diagnostic kits for the rapid detection of viral 
infections (Peeling et al., 2022) and vaccines to provide immunopro-
tection from SARS-CoV-2 (Rudan et al., 2022). As of 31st August 2023, a 
total of 13,500,122,024 vaccine doses were globally administered (https 
://covid19.who.int/). The timely discovery of COVID-19 vaccines 
(GeurtsvanKessel and de Vries, 2022) and their rapid dissemination and 
administration facilitated in lowering the number of deaths and hospi-
talization cases. However, rapid mutations led to the generation of new 
variants of the virus and individuals vaccinated for COVID-19 were 
prone to further SARS-CoV-2 infections (Chudzik et al., 2022; da Silva 
et al., 2022; Marks et al., 2023), thereby posing a serious challenge to 
deal with the situation and vaccine efficacy. 

The SARS-CoV-2 comprises a single stranded RNA genome with ~30 
kb base pairs that is translated into structural and non-structural pro-
teins (Chen et al., 2020). Single stranded RNA viruses have a high mu-
tation rate as they lack the error correction mechanism of their genetic 
material and therefore can evolve to become more virulent strains or 
locally extinct (Duffy, 2018) During the virus transmission, SARS-CoV-2 
has accumulated a variety of mutations that resulted in the virus either 
becoming more transmissible (Huai Luo et al., 2022; W. B. Wang et al., 
2021), evade immune-protection resulting from the administration of 
vaccines (Jangra et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021; Augusto et al., 2022), bind 
to the host with increased affinity (Ramanathan et al., 2021) or become 
less infective than previous variants (Uraki et al., 2022; Suzuki et al., 
2022). The variants of SARS-CoV-2 are competitive in their 
co-transmission among human populations that ultimately decide fate of 
the virus (Plante et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2023). Evolutionary studies 
based on the spike protein sequences from SARS-CoV to SARS-CoV-2 and 
host receptor recognition were earlier studied (Guruprasad, 2020). The 
D614G was the first reported rapidly mutated substitution mutation 
among the SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins (Korber et al., 2020). The tech-
nical advisory group on SARS-CoV-2 virus evolution (https://www.who. 
int/groups/technical-advisory-group-on-sars-cov-2-virus-evolution) 
and the Phylogenetic Assignment of Named Global Outbreak (PANGO) 
lineage variants classification system (O’Toole et al., 2021) have inde-
pendently classified variants of the virus. Accordingly, the SARS-CoV-2 
variants have been classified (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/ 
2019-ncov/variants/variant-classifications.html) as: alpha, beta, 
gamma, delta, epsilon, eta, iota, kappa, omicron, zeta and mu (Rudan 
et al., 2022; Hebbani et al., 2022). 

The SARS-CoV-2 spike protein is a structural protein that assembles 
to form a trimeric complex on the surface of the virus and it has a C- 
terminal membrane spanning region. The protein binds to the extra-
cellular region of human ACE-2 receptor leading to fusion of the viral 
and host cellular membranes enabling the transfer of viral nucleocapsid 
into host cells to cause the infection (Zhang et al., 2020). The spike 
protein is heavily glycosylated. Based upon the nature of acceptor amino 
acid, protein glycosylation is classified as N- and O-linked glycosylation. 
The N-linked glycosylation occurs on the asparagine amide nitrogen side 
chain in the NxS and NxT sequence motif, where ‘x’ is any amino acid 
excepting proline. The O-linked glycosylation occurs on the side chain 
oxygen of serine or threonine residues. Both, N-linked (Shajahan et al., 
2020; Walls et al., 2020) and O-linked glycosylations (Gong et al., 2021; 
Shajahan et al., 2023) are reported in SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins. The 
presence of extensive mutations in SARS-CoV-2 spike protein led to 
modifications in the glycosylation patterns. As spike protein is the 
first-line viral protein responsible for host infection, we intended to 
study the extent of changes in SARS-CoV-2 spike protein sequences of 
varying length by comparing with the first reported sequence from 
Wuhan, China during December 2019. 

2. Data and analyses methods 

The human SARS-CoV-2 spike protein sequences of varying length 
corresponding to the virus samples collected between December 1, 2019 
until April 14, 2023 were obtained from the NCBI Virus database 
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/labs/virus/vssi/#/). The redundant 
sequences were excluded using CD-HIT 2.0 program and representative 
sequences were selected where no two sequences share 100% identity 
(Li and Godzik, 2006) The partial sequences and sequences comprising 
ambiguous residues ‘X’ were excluded. The first reported SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein sequence with NCBI code: YP_00972439019 was selected 
as reference sequence (RefSeq) for the comparative analyses (Wu et al., 
2020). The alignment of sequences to the RefSeq was generated using 
the NGPhylogeny 2.1 program (Lemoine et al., 2019). Data management 
and identification of mutations with respect to the RefSeq based on the 
alignments and further analyses that included: identification of different 
mutation types at individual positions, calculation of the mutation 
percentages, evaluation of the domain-wise mutation propensities, 
identification of lineages representing the spike protein sequences and 
inter-chain interacting amino acid residues defined by a distance cut-off 
value ≤ 3.2 Å according to the three-dimensional structure of the 
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein trimer complex were carried out using the 
software suite of programs developed at ABREAST™ (https://www. 
abreast.in). The location of invariant residues in the spike protein 
three-dimensional electron microscopy structure available in the Protein 
Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al., 2000) (PDB code: 7KRQ) (Zhang et al., 
2021) were examined using UCSF Chimera24 (Pettersen et al., 2004). 
Also, residues at the interface of inter-chain interactions were examined 
to analyse whether they remained invariant or mutated. 

3. Results and discussions 

A total of 2,345,585 human SARS-CoV-2 spike protein sequences 
were obtained from the NCBI Virus database corresponding to the period 
December 1, 2019 to April 14, 2023 and after excluding the sequences 
comprising ambiguous residues marked ‘X’. Later, with the use of CD- 
HIT program and removal of 148 ‘partial’ sequences, 111,298 repre-
sentative sequences were obtained that were used for identifying the 
mutations based on comparison to the reference human SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein sequence (NCBI code: YP_009724390). The total number 
of mutations observed among the sequences were 2,294,482 including 
the deletion mutations and the mutations were associated with 1252 of 
the 1273 amino acid positions in RefSeq. In addition, certain insertion 
mutants were also identified for some of the spike protein sequences. For 
instance, sequences with the codes; BCN86413.1 and BCN86425.1 have 
extra 9 amino residues towards the N-terminal sequence with respect to 
the RefSeq and sequence with code; UJJ92015.1 has a “VV” dipeptide 
extension towards the C-terminus. The amino acid residues at twenty- 
one positions remained invariant among all the sequences analysed. 

3.1. Mutations 

The total number of mutations (arranged in the decreasing order) 
observed among the spike protein sequences is shown in Fig. 1. The 
number of mutations ranged between 1 and 55 per spike protein 
sequence. For instance, proteins with 50 or more mutations were 
observed in the following sequences identified by their NCBI codes: 
UWH83352.1, WAU36028.1, WCM02064.1, URK41055.1, 
UZC40142.1, UPM00457.1, WFG71457.1, UPE42917.1, WCO18046.1, 
WCO18730.1, WDZ70513.1, UJN19575.1, UUZ31923.1, UNN34410.1, 
WBS32330.1. These represented the SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins from 
Omicron and sub-variants of virus samples collected January 2022 on-
wards from the USA. A relatively steep rise in the number of mutations 
comprising anywhere between 15 and 30 mutations per protein 
sequence were observed among some of the human SARS-CoV-2 spike 
proteins. The total number of mutations identified in each protein along 
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with the corresponding protein codes are listed in the attached Sup-
plementary Data-A. 

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of total number of mutations observed 
at individual positions along the protein sequence. Majority of the mu-
tations were clustered around five to six regions and the C-terminal 
stretch comprised relatively few mutations. Fig. 3 shows the top 40 
mutated positions. The position-wise mutation percentages are listed in 
the attached Supplementary Data-B. Accordingly, a higher percentage of 
mutations were observed along the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein sequence 
at the following positions; 614 (98.2%), 681 (85.2%), 478 (75.5%), 19 
(68.6%), 142 (64.5%), 452 (58.4%), 501 (48.3%), 484 (453.93%), 655 
(43.67%) and 969 (42.73%). The most frequent D614G mutation pre-
viously reported (Korber et al., 2020) remained the most frequent mu-
tation observed in the present dataset too, since the outbreak of 
COVID-19 pandemic more than 3.5 years ago. 

3.2. Domain-wise mutation propensities 

The human SARS-CoV-2 spike protein comprises different domains/ 
regions as previously described (Guruprasad, 2021a). The distribution of 
mutation propensities according to the different domains/regions is 
shown in Fig. 4. The relatively larger number of mutations were asso-
ciated with the following domains/regions: S1A domain (residues 
1–302), S1B domain (333–527), S1D (594–674), protease cleavage site 
(675–692), downward helix (738–782), S2’ cleavage site (783–815) and 
the first heptad repeat region (912–983). The maximum mutation pro-
pensity associated with the protease cleavage site among SARS-CoV-2 
spike proteins previously reported (Guruprasad, 2021b) remained 
consistent in the present dataset too, comprising 111,298 sequences of 
variable length. The S1A domain involved in sialic acid recognition 
(Baker et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2021; Y. Wang et al., 2021) is associated 

with mutations and mutations in this domain are known to evade vac-
cines (Hebbani et al., 2022; Ahmadi et al., 2023). The S1B domain also 
known as receptor binding domain (RBD) comprises the receptor bind-
ing motifs (RBMs) that interact with human ACE-2 receptor leading to 
the human-host infection. Several non-bonding interactions inferred 
from the crystal structure of the protein (PDB code: 6LZG) stabilise the 
RBD-ACE-2 complex: Asn487(RBD)-Gln24(ACE-2), Gln493-Lys31, 
Gln493-Glu35, Tyr449-Asp38, Gln498-Gln42, Thr500-Tyr41, 
Asn487-Tyr83, Asn501-Lys353, Gly496-Lys353, Gln498-Lys353, 
Asn501-Lys353, Gly502-Lys353; salt-bridge; Lys417-Asp30 and hydro-
phobic interactions; Tyr489-Phe28, Tyr489-Leu79, Tyr489-Tyr83. 
Therefore, mutations associated with the residues above in 

Fig. 1. Distribution of the total number of mutations (arranged in decreasing order) observed among 111,298 representative human SARS-CoV-2 spike protein 
sequences compared to the reference sequence. 

Fig. 2. Total number of mutations at individual positions along the protein sequence observed among 111,298 representative human SARS-CoV-2 spike protein 
sequences relative to the reference sequence. 

Fig. 3. Top 40 mutations among the 111,298 human SARS-CoV-2 spike pro-
teins relative to the reference sequence. 
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SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins are likely to affect the virus-host 
interactions. 

Fourteen out of twenty-one domains/regions comprised relatively 
low mutation propensities. These correspond to the sites mainly asso-
ciated with linker regions, fusion peptide, connecting regions and the 
central β-strand as in: S1A-S1B linker region (303–332), S1B–S1C linker 
region (528–533), S1C–S1D linker region (590–593), fusion peptide 
(816–828), connecting region (829–911) and the central β-strand 
(711–737). Thereby, there appears to be restrictions in flexibility of 
certain regions in the spike protein despite overall dynamical structure. 
Further, the entire stretch of C-terminal domains/regions between 984 
and 1273 amino acid residue positions were associated with low mu-
tation propensities. These regions of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein could 
be potential regions for inhibitor design or targeted vaccines. 

3.3. Mutation types 

Multiple mutations occur at the same position in human SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein (Guruprasad, 2021b). In the present dataset analysed, a 
total of 6129 different mutation types were observed. These represented 
one or more than one mutation type at each of the 1252 mutated posi-
tions. The total number of the different mutation types observed at each 
of the mutated positions is shown (arranged in the decreasing order) in 
Supplementary Data-C. The distribution of the total number of mutated 
positions associated with the different numbers of mutations among the 
human SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins relative to the reference sequence is 
shown in Fig. 5. These mutations were associated with 1252 amino acid 
positions among the 111,298 human SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins relative 
to the reference sequence. Accordingly, there were anywhere between 1 
and 14 number of different mutation type(s) observed at the mutated 
positions and the amino acid residue positions comprising five different 
mutation types were observed to be more frequent, i.e., 234 out of 1252 
mutated sites were associated with five different mutation types. The 
positions; 145 and 339 in the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein comprised a 
maximum number of 14 different mutation types. The corresponding 
residues; Y145 located in the β-hairpin in S1A domain and G339 in 
helical turn in S1B domain are exposed to the solvent according to the 
protein three-dimensional structure. These positions; 145 and 339 in the 
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein associated with the maximum number of 
diverse mutation types have been the most vulnerable positions at which 
mutations have occurred during COVID in the past 40 months. In Sup-
plementary Data-D, the different mutation types observed at each of the 
mutated positions are listed. For instance, at position 1273, six different 

mutation types were observed; T1273S, T1273P, T1273A, T1273I, 
T1273K, T1273R. Likewise, at position 614, five different mutation 
types were observed; D614G, D614S, D614V, D614N, D614A. Multiple 
mutations were also observed within the RBD (i.e., between amino acid 
residues; 333–527) that interacts with the human ACE-2 receptor to 
cause the viral infection. In fact, it is reported that ACE-2 binding to the 
RBD is associated with ACE-2-RBD continuous swing motions and that 
the T470-T478 loop and Y505 are viral determinants for specific 
recognition of SARS-CoV-2 RBD by ACE-2 (Xu et al., 2021). In the pre-
sent study, it was observed that different mutations were associated with 
all residues in the 470–478 loop and at the position 505. The residues at 
positions; 477 and 478 were associated with 8 different mutation types 
(refer Supplementary Data-C) that included a deletion mutation. The 
different mutation types can be referred in Supplementary Data-D. The 
mutations described may contribute to the inter-molecular interactions 
facilitating the ACE-2-RBD continuous swing motions. Likewise, it was 
observed that in the RBM too, the residue E484 was associated with 13 
different mutation types which also included deletion mutation. The 
residue E484 is within a loop and does not directly interact with human 
ACE-2 (PDB code: 6LZG). The E484K mutation is shown to cause 
conformational rearrangements of the loop region in RBM leading to a 
tighter binding with ACE-2 and formation of hydrogen bonds (Li et al., 
2020). The other mutations observed at position 484 are listed in the 
Supplementary Data-D that also includes a deletion mutant in three 
proteins identified by their NCBI codes; UTA82152.1, UYG26858.1 and 
WDZ70513.1. Previous results from our laboratory reported E484K 
mutant protein to have increased solvent interaction energy compared 
to the wild-type protein in binding to ACE-2, where the ionic in-
teractions in the mutant protein contributed to the enhanced in-
teractions (Mishra et al., 2022, Naresh and Guruprasad, 2023). Likewise, 
positions; 69, 88, 158, 213, 214 with 11 different mutation types and 
positions; 19, 144, 248 with 12 different mutations types are associated 
with the S1A domain. The protease cleavage site comprised 11 different 
mutation types located at positions; 679 and 681. All 2,329,012 muta-
tions among the 111,298 human SARS-CoV-2 spike protein sequences 
relative to the RefSeq arranged protein code-wise are listed in the 
attached Supplementary Data-E. 

The variants of spike protein are known to have led to decreased or 
increased infectivity and therefore viral fitness, sensitivity to neutral-
izing monoclonal antibodies, sensitivity to convalescent sera and the 
deletion of glycosylation is known to have led to reduced infectivity (Li 
et al., 2020; Mishra et al., 2022; Kumar et al., 2023; Mittal et al., 2022; 
Kim et al., 2022; Harvey et al., 2021; Carabelli et al., 2023; Fan et al., 
2022). The mutations in human SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins of sequence 
length 1273 amino acids and their implications on the potential drug 

Fig. 4. Mutation propensities corresponding to the different domains among 
111,298 representative human SARS-CoV-2 spike protein sequences relative to 
the reference sequence. 

Fig. 5. Distribution of the total number of mutated positions associated with 
the different numbers of mutation type(s) among the human SARS-CoV-2 spike 
proteins relative to the reference sequence. 
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development and epitope sites for vaccine design have been earlier re-
ported (Carabelli et al., 2023; Guruprasad, 2022; Halford, 2022; Huai 
Luo et al., 2022). The spike protein is heavily glycosylated and large 
number of mutations are likely to affect the glycosylation patterns i.e., 
mutation can either introduce a glycosylation site or withdraw an 
existing glycosylation that could have functional implications on the 
protein. 

3.4. Invariant residues 

Among the 111,298 representative human SARS-CoV-2 spike protein 
sequences of variable length analysed, twenty-one amino acid residues 
were observed to be invariant. These residues were spread across the 
entire length of the spike protein sequence from the N- to the C-terminal 
region: M1, R319, K386, C391, F400, G416, N422, F559, G601, C662, 
C671, C749, P897, Q901, L962, S974, L996, R1000, G1044, F1256, 
K1269. The location of these residues was mapped onto the three- 
dimensional structure of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein trimer complex 
comprising three chains; A, B, C (PDB code: 7KRQ) as shown in Fig. 6A. 
This can be more explicitly seen in Fig. 6B where only the invariant 
residues are displayed as spheres. The surface representation indicates 
that all the invariant residues lie within the protein ‘core’ and this may 
be important for maintaining the overall structure of the protein trimer 
complex. An animation showing the invariant residues is attached in the 
(Supplementary Video-1). The invariant residues; K386, C391, F400, 
G416, N422 are in the RBD domain important for the virus-host trans-
mission. Among the four conserved cystines, C662 and C671 form a 
disulfide bridge and is present in the S1D domain. The invariant glycine 
residues; G416 and G601 and the proline residue; P897 in trans 
configuration (PDB_ID: 7KRQ) are possibly important structural de-
terminants in the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. Further, none of the 
invariant residues are involved in inter-chain interactions at a distance 
≤3.2 Å, excepting the amino acid residue K386. The side-chain of K386 
on the B-chain makes interactions with main chain carbonyl oxygen 
C=O of L981 on the A-chain and the equivalent interaction is present 
between all interacting partner chains in the protein trimer complex. 

3.5. Glycosylation 

Glycosylation in the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein is known to increase 
infectivity of the virus (Huang et al., 2021; Chawla et al., 2022; Shajahan 
et al., 2023). The invariant N422 residue, however, is not likely to be a 
potential glycosylation site as the residue at position two residues 
downstream, i.e., at position 424 has not been observed to be mutated in 
any of the spike protein sequences analysed as either S or T (refer 
Supplementary Data-D), in order to form the NxS or NxT sequence motif 

typical of N-glycosylation. Rather, the residue K424 in the spike protein 
is observed to be mutated only to either amino acid N (NCBI code: 
QOE90912.1) or R (NCBI code: UHS15838.1, UHT70778.1, 
UHT74898.1, UHE62980.1) among the spike proteins analysed (refer 
Supplementary Data-E). 

3.6. Inter-chain interacting residues 

The following residues lie at the interface of inter-chain interactions 
defined by a distance of ≤3.2 Å as deduced from the human SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein electron microscopy structure (PDB code: 7KRQ_A-chain): 
F43, K113, D198, G232, S383, K386, D427, R466, I468, S469, E471, 
G545, N556, F565, R567, D571, D586, P589, C590, S591, F592, G614, 
A668, G669, L699, A701, E702, N703, Y707, N709, A713, Q755, Y756, 
Q787, I788, K790, D796, Q836, Y837, G842, D843, K854, P863, L864, 
Y873, Q895, F898, Y904, N907, Q913, N914, E918, Q965, F970, S975, 
L981, S982, R983, D985, K986, E988, Q1002, Q1005, E1017, E1031, 
R1039, N1074, P1090, V1094, R1107, S1123. All residues above, except 
the invariant amino acid K386, were observed to be mutated in one or 
the other SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins analysed. The mutations involving 
most residues that lie at the inter-chain interfaces within the trimer 
complex may facilitate the flexibility and dynamic nature of the spike 
protein. 

3.7. Insertions in spike protein sequences relative to the RefSeq 

In order to examine the positions of insertions in the sequences 
relative to the RefSeq and in order to get manageable number of se-
quences for examining the alignment, another multiple sequence 
alignment of the human SARS-CoV-2 spike protein sequences was car-
ried out but only for sequences that shared 99% sequence identity. The 
sequence alignment obtained is shown in the Supplementary Data-F. 
Several short and long insertion regions with respect to the RefSeq 
were observed in some of the spike proteins as illustrated in Supple-
mentary Video-2 in the spike protein structure. These insertions were 
mainly located on the surface of the protein trimer complex. The S1A 
domain comprises number of insertion mutants of variable length. Also, 
the region 453 to 458 close to the RBMs in the S1B domain that interacts 
with human ACE-2 receptor is associated with insertion mutants. The 
sequence regions: 640–643 (in S1D domain), 699–709 (S1–S2 subunits 
linker region) and 728–733 (loop region connecting the central 
β-strands) comprise insertions of variable length. The β-strand 
K786–K790 in C-chain forms parallel β-sheet with β-strand Gly700- 
Ser704 in B-chain. Extensive insertions comprising variable number of 
residues were also observed between L699 to N709 region. 

Fig. 6. (A). The surface representation of the three-dimensional structure of human SARS-CoV-2 spike protein (PDB code: 7KRQ) showing; A-chain (green), B-chain 
(cyan), C-chain (magenta) and with the invariant residues mapped on to it. (B). Only invariant residues are shown as spheres and labelled. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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3.8. PANGO lineages 

The representative SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins constituted 1435 
characterised PANGO lineages (O’Toole et al., 2021) according to the 
HEADER records for sequence ID entries in the NCBI Virus database. For 
instance, the protein ID UWH83352.1 from Georgia, U.S.A., with 
sequence entry date in the NCBI Virus database; 23-08-2022 corre-
sponds to lineage BA.1.1. The prominent (top 10) lineages were; AY.103 
(Delta variant according to WHO classification), B.1.1.7 (Alpha), AY.44 
(Delta), BA.1.1 (Omicron), AY.3 (Delta), BA.2.12.1 (Omicron), AY.25 
(Delta), B.1.2 (clade G20), BA.2 (Omicron) and BA.5.2.1 (Omicron). 
There were 9657 protein sequences with lineages that were ‘not classi-
fied’ and 313 sequences with lineage entries marked ‘unclassifiable’. 
Further, 383 lineages were represented only once in the NCBI Virus 
database, for instance, the lineage B.1.36.18 corresponding to the 
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein sequence entry from Hong Kong (NCBI code: 
UHM09432.1). The percentage of different lineages constituting the 
111,298 human SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins analysed is shown in the 
Supplementary Data-G. 

In summary, the present study demonstrates that a variety of mu-
tations have been accommodated in the human SARS-CoV-2 spike pro-
tein, since the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic more than 40 months 
ago. Twenty-one residues were observed to be invariant. The amino acid 
residues within interacting distance of ≤3.2 Å between the protein 
chains in the trimer complex are all known to be mutated, except K386. 
The presence of 9657 spike proteins whose lineages were ‘not classified’ 
and 313 spike proteins with ‘unclassifiable’ lineages and lineages cor-
responding to some of the recent spike proteins (Feb–April 2023), for 
instance, DS.1 (USA/WEQ44582.1), EC.1 (USA/WEQ45862.1), 
XBB.1.16 (USA/WFG70695.1, India/WEW81554.1) suggest the virus 
could still be evolving. 

4. Conclusions 

A total of 111,298 human SARS-CoV-2 spike protein sequences of 
variable length represented 2,345,585 sequences available in the NCBI 
Virus database corresponding to the period 1st Dec 2019 until 14th April 
2023. Twenty-one residues were observed to be invariant as compared 
to the first reported human SARS-CoV-2 spike protein sequence from 
Wuhan, China comprising 1273 amino acid residues. These are possibly 
important for maintaining overall three-dimensional structure of the 
protein trimer complex. The mutations that include deletion mutants 
were associated with 1252 of the 1273 residue positions and correspond 
to 6129 different mutation types. Besides, there were sequences also 
comprising insertion mutations. A single SARS-CoV-2 spike protein 
comprised anywhere between 1 and 55 mutations. The number of 
different mutations observed at each position ranged between 1 and 14 
with the positions associated with relatively higher number of mutations 
indicating vulnerability to accommodate the sequence changes in SARS- 
CoV-2 spike proteins. The conserved Cys662-Cys671 disulfide bridge 
may be an important structural constraint in the protein. The maximum 
mutations in the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein were associated with the 
protease cleavage site, whereas, the least number of mutations were 
associated with the C-terminal domain/regions. The structural plasticity 
of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and therefore promiscuous interactions 
with human ACE-2 receptor could be resulting from mutations in RBD, 
particularly, RBM. The prominent lineages represented were; Omicron 
(BA.2, BA.5.2.1, BA.1.1 and BA.2.12.1), Delta (AY.103, AY.44, AY.3, 
AY.25), Alpha (B.1.1.7) and clade G20 (B.1.2). The mutations described 
for the human SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins may have contributed to the 
increased transmissibility of the virus, or its escape from antibodies 
gradually during the past ~3.5 years that may have resulted in the 
COVID-19 disease progressing from pandemic to the current endemic 
stage. However, mutations among human SARS-CoV-2 spike protein 
sequences constituting ‘unclassifiable’ lineages or lineages ‘not classi-
fied’ including some of the rare lineages that have recently emerged 

indicate the virus could still be evolving! 
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